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MDC events

Thursday 18 - Friday 19 April 2013 (Z009 Metropolitan Building): International Symposium on Regulating transnational work and family in times of crisis:

Session A: Transnational Family Ties, Migration Law and Human Security
Session B: Transnational Labour Market, Migration Law and Human Security
Session C: The Migration Industry’s Profits, Migrants’ Risks, State Responsibility?

Wrap-up and discussion with Nina Glick-Schiller

See full programme attached.

Tuesday 21 May 2013 Efe Kerem Sözeri presents his paper on “National connectedness and political identities” with Liza M. Mügge (UvA) as discussant

Call for papers

Deadline: for abstract submission 20 April 2013
More information & guidelines: Here

Conferences

What: 2013 Spring Meeting of Dutch Association of Migration Research (DAMR) on returning rejected asylum seekers.
When: Friday 12 April 2013, 13.00-17.00
Where: Room F0.02 Oudemanhuispoort 4-6, University of Amsterdam
Registration: Attendance if free, but registration by e-mail is required
**What: KNAW Academy Colloquium** ‘Advances in research on social integration and cultural diversity: An interdisciplinary approach’ with a special morning session for PhD Candidate.

**When:** 5-7 June 2013

**Where:** KNAW, Kloveniersburgwal 29, Amsterdam

**Information & Registration:** [KNAW website](http://www.vu.nl/mdc)

---

**What: IMES Podium Presents** ‘Good and bad diversity: The crisis of multiculturalism as a crisis of politics’ by prof. Alana Lentin (University of Western Sydney).

**When:** 21 June 2013, 15.00-17.00

**Where:** Room BG5 2.13, Oudezijds Achterburgwal 233-237 Amsterdam

---

**What: PICUM’s Annual International Workshop** exploring the housing situation of undocumented migrants in terms of 1) access and protection of rights within the private market, and 2) access to shelter provided by the state.

**When:** Friday 28 June 2013

**Where:** International Auditorium in Brussels, Belgium

**More information:** [Here](http://www.vu.nl/mdc) or e-mail alex@picum.org

---

**What: MANCEPT Workshop in Political Theory** multiple workshops covering a wide variety of topics, including non-citizenship.

**When:** 4 – 6 September 2013

**Where:** University of Manchester, UK

**Registration:** [Here](http://www.vu.nl/mdc)

---

**What: International Research Conference Family Life in the Age of Migration and Mobility: Theory, Policy and Practice** with key themes (1) multi-local family lives in national and transnational contexts, (2) the globalization of reproduction and social reproduction across the family-life cycle, and (3) national, supranational and transnational policies and laws relating to family life in an age of migration and mobility.

**When:** 16-20 September 2013

**Where:** Linköping University in Norrköping, Sweden
Registration: [Online registration form](#) deadline 15 July 2013 for participants applying for a research grant, 1 September 2013 for all other participants

Submission of abstracts: Abstracts of max. 250 words should be submitted through the [website](#) by 1 June 2013

---

**News**

Publications from the International Network of Labour Migration and Integration Experts (LINET Network), 'Recognition of Qualifications and Competences of Migrants' and 'Improving Access to Labour Market Information for Migrants and Employers', are now available online.